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Introduction

The relationship between environmental degradation and periods of mass violence is complex and multi-faceted. Environmental degradation can destabilize societies and cause conflict; attacks on the environment can be a means of harming targeted groups; and both mass violence and subsequent transitions can leave damaging environmental legacies. The connections between environmental degradation and mass violence have received increased recognition in international law and policy. This has been exemplified by the work of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the International Law Commission on protecting the environment during conflict, and the growth of environmental peacebuilding.

Despite this growing recognition, the environment-conflict nexus has often been under-explored and under-theorized within transitional justice. In this article, we interrogate this inattention and explore the limitations and possibilities of transitional justice responses to the environmental harms associated with mass violence.

By transitional justice, we mean both “that set of practices, mechanisms and concerns that arise during a period of conflict, civil strife or repression,” and the distinctive field of academic knowledge that seeks to provide “legal, political, philosophical or moral concepts that back the practice of transitional justice.” Since emerging in response to the downfall of
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1 Explored below.


4 See, for example, Carl Bruch et al., Governance, Natural Resources, and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding (London: Earthscan, 2016); Päivi Lujala and Siri Aas Rustad, High-Value Natural Resources and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding (London: Earthscan, 2011); Ashok Swain and Joakim Ojendal, Routledge Handbook of Environmental Conflict and Peacebuilding (London: Routledge, 2020); Helen Young and Lisa Goldman, Livelihoods, Natural Resources, and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding (London: Routledge, 2015).


communist regimes in the 1980s, transitional justice has shown itself to be a field capable of significant change and expansion. A multi-disciplinary body of scholarship now plays a crucial role in envisioning a “broader and more holistic project.” While the field is increasingly diverse and contested, transitional justice remains centered around two assumptions: that transitions to liberal democracy are a good thing, and that mechanisms such as truth commissions, trials, institutional reforms, and reparations can contribute to democratic rule of law and societal reconciliation in the aftermath of violence.

Although environmental concerns have yet to enter the mainstream of transitional justice discourse, emergent literature indicates an increased willingness to engage with environmental harm. This has been evident in scholarship exploring, for example, the connections between natural resources and conflicts, the relationships between victims and their environments, and the harmful impacts of colonialism, land expropriation, and large-scale environmental degradation. Others have explored the expansion of the situations to which transitional justice applies to include natural disasters and climate change. Arguments that international criminal law should do more to prosecute environmental harm have gathered momentum, while others have considered whether there are “greener” ways to implement reparative mechanisms. It has even been argued that centering environmental justice in


12 Franzki and Olarte, Political Economy, 203.


transitional justice could reduce the risk of ethnic tensions continuing after violence has ceased.20

This nascent literature can be situated against a broader critical scholarship that seeks to interrogate transitional justice’s limitations and blind spots.21 In this article, we bring this scholarship into conversation with bodies of literature long preoccupied with environmental harm, including green criminology and victimology, environmental justice scholarship, sociology, and Indigenous studies. By doing so, we aim to explore the limitations and underlying assumptions that impede transitional justice’s ability to respond to environmental harm. Drawing from this multi-disciplinary literature, we make four key arguments. First, we argue that the dominance of anthropocentric legal frameworks has often resulted in the exclusion of environmental harm and victimhood from transitional justice’s remit. Second, we contend that transitional justice’s neo-colonial tendency has excluded worldviews that might offer greater consideration of environmental harm. Third, we explore how a lack of redress for structural inequalities can leave pre-existing environmental injustices intact following the cessation of mass violence. And fourth, we propose that transitional justice’s “liberal imprints”22 and associated sympathy for capitalism make it complicit in laying the groundwork for future environmental degradation. While this article is exploratory in nature, we also begin to map possibilities for a greener approach to transitional justice.23 Before turning to the first of our arguments, we provide some context by outlining in greater detail the connections between mass violence and environmental degradation.

**Mass Violence and Environmental Degradation**

Environmental harm can be a cause, a method, and a result of mass violence, as well as a barrier to sustainable peace. In this section we explore each of these in turn. While often interacting with other social, economic, and political dynamics,24 competition over natural resources can be a significant motivator of mass atrocity.25 For instance, “critical food-people-land imbalances”26 and “intense inter-communal competition for land”27 have been linked to genocidal violence in Rwanda, Armenia, and Eastern Anatolia.28 Environmental degradation and misuse can decrease communities’ welfare, exerting pressure on societies, entrenching societal divisions, and increasing the potential for violence.29 The rise of neoliberal ideologies, and the related unsustainable pursuit of economic growth, facilitates over-exploitation of land, water, and
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23 South has argued that “green issues open up a wide range of interdisciplinary work...offering the potential for collaboration between criminologists and economists, geographers, biologists, health specialists, philosophers, human rights workers, lawyers and others.” See Nigel South, “A Green Field for Criminology? A Proposal for a Perspective,” *Theoretical Criminology* 2, no. 2 (1998), 226.
27 Mark Levene, *Zone of Genocide*.
28 Ibid; Magnarella, *Genocide in Rwanda*.
wildlife, with violent implications for both the ecosystems and the human communities that rely upon them. For example, environmental degradation, unsustainable natural resource exploitation, and associated human rights violations are thought to have contributed to mass violence in the Solomon Islands and Liberia. Indeed, while the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) has estimated that the exploitation of the natural world has contributed to at least forty percent of internal conflicts in the last sixty years, others have suggested that most conflicts are rooted in resource competition and/or resource scarcity. Environmental destruction can also be a deliberate method of mass violence. There is a growing scholarship which explores acts of environmental destruction as a tactic of genocide. For example, the Guatemalan Army’s scorched-earth policy involved burning corn fields deemed sacred by the Maya, destroying a food source and committing a cultural violation. As Lauren J. Eichler argues, the particular webs of relationships that can exist between Indigenous communities and the natural world can render environmental destruction a genocidal act that “literally eliminates, disfigures, and maims” other-than-human members of Indigenous communities. Outside this context, environmental destruction can be a method of depriving targeted populations of resources and shelter, as exemplified by the US’ use of Agent Orange in Northern Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos. Even when not a deliberate strategy, mass violence can cause environmental degradation. For example, in Rwanda, displacement camps and resettlement areas have impacted negatively on biodiversity due to the inhabitants’ reliance on (and competition for) natural resources. Elsewhere, landmines in both the Balkans and Cambodia have impacted upon soil, plant, and animal life, threatening biodiversity.

30 Discussed further below.
34 David Whyte, Ecocide: Kill the Corporation Before it Kills Us (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2020).

broadly, mass violence can lead to “armed and lawless societies,” facilitating unsustainable hunting practices, poaching, and other incidences of harmful natural resource exploitation.

Environmental degradation can hinder post-conflict recovery, removing potential platforms for cooperation and depleting the resources available for social reconstruction. A failure to address underlying environmental injustices can also make a return to violence more likely. Examples include Darfur, where long-term peace is considered unlikely unless “underlying and closely linked environmental and livelihood issues” are addressed. Indeed, in Guatemala, ongoing cycles of violence have been linked to the failure of transitional justice interventions to address the historic environmental causes of the conflict.

Before concluding this section, it is worth noting that these connections are exacerbated by the climate crisis. Climate change can cause environmental degradation that may ignite violence, while the carbon releases associated with armed conflict in turn contribute to climate change, making future conflicts increasingly likely. In the longer term, mass violence can also deplete the resources communities need to withstand the effects of climate change, increasing vulnerabilities and risks of harm.

Having highlighted some of the ways in which environmental harm and mass violence can be related, we now turn to our analysis of the limitations of transitional justice as a means of addressing this relationship. In the following section, we unpack the first of our arguments: that the dominance of anthropocentric legal frameworks has precluded adequate consideration of environmental harm within transitional justice.

Legalism, Anthropocentrism, and Invisible Harms

Legalism can be understood as “the morality of rule following” and in the context of transitional justice, is demonstrated by a focus on law as the means to solve social conflict. While Wendy Lambourne has argued that transitional justice also encompasses psychosocial, socioeconomic, and political aspects of justice, the focus on law as the “means to achieve justice has remained central.” This “dominance of legalism” is often discussed in the context of legalistic responses to harm. However, legalism has a broader role to play in shaping how the harms caused by mass violence are understood, creating “subjects and truths which are blind to

---

47 Izquierdo and Viane, *Decolonizing Transitional Justice*.
certain forms of injustice and harm.” As will be examined in this section, this has implications for the ability of transitional justice to recognize environmental harm and victimhood.

Characterized by a conflation of human rights law, criminal law, and international humanitarian law, transitional justice tends to prioritize “gross violations of civil and political rights (arbitrary or indefinite detention, severe assault, ill-treatment, etc.)” or “criminal acts (property destruction, abuse of children, etc.).” This often leads to the exclusion of socio-economic, cultural, and environmental rights. The development of international criminal law as a means of addressing mass violence has further contributed to a tendency to view events through a “crime-driven lens.” As noted by Arbour, the influence of criminal law on transitional justice has led to “eminently predictable” exclusions of other harms and discriminatory practices. Critical scholarship has sought to challenge transitional justice’s dominant frameworks for “the lives they ignore, the injustices they fail to see and the patriarchal and racialized power structures that remain intact and unexamined,” yet rarely has this encompassed environmental harm.

We argue that this exclusion can be linked to the anthropocentrism of dominant legal frameworks. Mainstream legal thought emphasizes “man” as the “central personage of both traditional philosophy and traditional law.” As a result, law often struggles to include environmental harms, instead focusing on actions “which cause harm to the health or business of humans from a very anthropocentric and economic perspective.” Indeed, as Michael J. Lynch et al. argue, “there is no such thing as an ecological right that is not, in the first instance, defined by some assumed association between humans and nature in which humans are the point of reference.” This is most pronounced in the context of the rights, “particularly property rights—that the criminal law recognizes and protects.”

This anthropocentrism is evident in transitional justice, which is often limited by the assumption that “all forms of justice have something to do with the derivation and application of some theory or perspective on justice for humans and humans alone.” International criminal law in particular has been critiqued for its failure to prosecute crimes against the

---

57 Teitel, Transitional Justice Genealogy, 91.
58 Nagy, Global Project, 284.
66 Ibid., 11.
68 Lynch, et al., Green Theories of Justice, 11.

environment in their own right,

as illustrated by continued calls for a crime of ecocide.

In the absence of such a crime, the environmental harms acknowledged in international criminal practice have been framed as harms against people or property. Such framings have also emerged outside courtroom settings. For instance, the Sierra Leonean Truth and Reconciliation Commission has been critiqued for acknowledging the physical violence that resulted from resource extraction but overlooking related environmental harms,

while the Liberian Truth and Reconciliation Commission framed the environmental degradation caused by unsustainable diamond mining as a predominantly economic harm.

Green victimological literature indicates that victims of environmental harms are highly diverse, encompassing both human and non-human animals.

However, “environmental victimization [does] not sit well with traditional models of criminal justice and, therefore, traditional modules of victimology.” Transitional justice’s grounding in these same models has in turn shaped understandings of victimhood, with laws designed to address legacies of mass violence often specifically defining who can be categorized as a victim.

As a result, formulations of victimhood in transitional justice often reflect White’s observation that “human victims of environmental harm are themselves not widely recognized as victims of ‘crime’” while “the non-human entity is seldom considered worthy of attention.” This is not always the case. For instance, Colombia’s Jurisdicción Especial para la Paz has recognized the territories of the Awá, Sía, and Nasa Indigenous peoples and the Black communities of Tumaco as victims of the conflict.

In Peru, the centerpiece of the memorial El Ojo Que Lloro, to acknowledge the pain inflicted on Mother Earth by the
inconsistent with ‘universal’ human rights norms, as proclaimed by the international community over Indigenous or ‘traditional’ practices that are unacceptable because they are justice, where “preference is given to a standard of justice that is mandated by the international
Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na’im and others have noted a neo-colonial tendency in transitional justice’s neo-colonial tendency and its implications for who has the opportunity to shape the harms that are recognized and the forms that transitional justice takes. Against this backdrop, who or what is recognized as a victim matters. The importance of acknowledging the validity of diverse voices and perspectives is explored further in the following section, which turns to transitional justice’s neo-colonial tendency and its implications for who has the opportunity to shape the field.

**Neo-colonial Tendencies and Re-imagining Justice**

Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na’im and others have noted a neo-colonial tendency in transitional justice, where “preference is given to a standard of justice that is mandated by the international community over Indigenous or ‘traditional’ practices that are unacceptable because they are inconsistent with ‘universal’ human rights norms, as proclaimed by the international community.” As a result of this neo-colonial tendency, the transitional justice programs

---


implemented in the Global South are often conceived in the Global North. This often leads to the prioritization of legal forms of individual accountability and retribution, reflecting norms characteristic of the Global North. These “one-size-fits-all”, technocratic and decontextualised solutions are subsequently imposed on diverse transitional sites. This speaks to a “broader trend of conceptualizing the West as the locus and agent of justice and human rights that needs to respond to the conflict and abuses occurring in non-Western states.” Similarly, transitional justice research exists “within a system of power,” and as Padraig McAuliffe highlights, there is a “notable lack of researchers from the Global South in overall theorization of the field.” Or, as put by Keiran McEvoy, “transitional justice remains quite white.” This dominance of Western intellectual and legal traditions effectively silences other, equally valid, “ways of knowing” and creates a field that appears “unable or unwilling to envisage ways of knowing that surpass our own imagination.”

One effect of this tendency is that “even the possibility of an Indigenous alternative conception of justice is not taken seriously at a theoretical or empirical level.” Yet, excluding Indigenous perspectives can silence worldviews that conceptualize and understand environmental harm in more nuanced and sophisticated ways. For many Indigenous peoples, the relationship between humans and nature is interdependent (rather than one of human dominance); territories can speak, express feelings, suffer harm and feel pain, and harms against the environment are violations requiring redress. However, the “harmonization with these spiritual forces…does not exist within the human rights and transitional justice fields.” This absence has been evident in, for example, the report of the Guatemalan Truth Commission, which described the effects of the government’s “scorched earth policy,” as harm caused to persons and property. Yet, as the “wider natural environment” is part of the “Mayan cosmovision,” one might have expected the Commission to fully engage with the cultural significance of this harm.
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95 An-Na’im, *Editorial Note*.
97 Izquierdo and Viaene, *Decolonizing Transitional Justice*.
There are notable examples of approaches that engage with contextual particularities and “Indigenous knowledge” (for example, the practices of Girinka and Gacaca in Rwanda). However, dominant transitional justice approaches can often be “alien to most Indigenous worldviews,” which may be grounded in the centrality of community, the multi-generational duration of harms, and the tendency for knowledge to be shared orally rather than via written record. Similarly, while the need to “localize” transitional justice has been emphasized in scholarship for some years, in practice it often fails to “fully consider local meanings of justice.” As a result, some have been skeptical of transitional justice’s ability to adapt to diverse worldviews. While cognizant of this critique, we next make some modest suggestions as to how transitional justice might incorporate such perspectives in order to better respond to environmental harms.

There is an emerging realization within transitional justice scholarship of the need to acknowledge “discounted and disregarded voices,” and for transitional justice efforts to be “informed by Indigenous worldviews.” There is also a relatively well-established literature on the benefits of transitional justice “from below,” which requires—to draw on Edward Said—that those impacted by harm are given “permission…to narrate” their experience. Taking this as our departure point, we argue that incorporating greater environmental awareness necessitates, at a minimum, recognizing as valid local understandings of, and relationships with, the natural world. Such engagement would go beyond incorporating alternative views into transitional justice’s dominant frameworks, requiring the “hard work” of building and maintaining connections and alliances between practitioners, victims, Indigenous communities, and other lesser-heard groups.


101 Matsunaga, Two Faces.


104 See, for example, Matsunaga, Two Faces.

105 Rooney and Ni Aoláin, From the Margins, 2.

106 Balint et al., Rethinking Transitional Justice, 215. In referring to Indigenous peoples, we recognize that this is not a monolithic identity and that Indigenous identities are complex, nuanced, and diverse (see, for example, Aman Sium et al., “Towards the ‘Tangible Unknown’: Decolonization and the Indigenous Future,” Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society 1, no. 1 (2012)). We also note that while Indigenous peoples have received attention in genocide studies, this tends to focus on the “better-known cases” and some have called for “greater attention to be paid to the plight of all indigenous groups.” See Robert K. Hitchcock and Samuel Totton, “Editors’ Introduction,” Genocide Studies and Prevention 4, no. 1 (2009), 5.


109 Sium et al., Tangible Unknown.
In addition to foregrounding “from below” approaches, we argue that a more fundamental shift is required in how we conceptualize and practice transitional justice. There is now an expanding body of scholarship examining the need to “decolonize” transitional justice, and a call to direct attention “towards Indigenous visions, aspirations and aims.”

Noting the connections between Indigenous rights and environmental rights, Jennifer Matsunaga calls for transitional justice scholars to divert their “energies towards developing justice alternatives.” Engagement with Indigenous “conceptions of the environment” and “understandings of harm and healing” might encourage a “reimagining of human relationships to place.” We would submit that this might contribute to the design of environmentally-inclusive forms of transitional justice more broadly. As argued by Arturo Escobar, what is needed is “a decolonization of the legal and social knowledge that informs the field of transitional justice, but, above all, the will to promote deep discussions about 'the pluriverse of worlds' with an open mind and a receptive heart.” Such discussions might encourage a fundamental shift away from a “belief in abstract universals,” and a questioning of the dominance of Global North perspectives. They might also prompt greater engagement with long-standing environmental injustices and structural inequalities that have historically been overlooked in transitional justice. These inequalities, and the environmental implications of their exclusion from transitional justice’s view, are examined in the next section.

### Structural Inequality, Environmental Injustice, and the Limits of Transition

As discussed above, unequal access to and distribution of natural resources are often root causes of mass violence. In the aftermath of mass violence, a failure to address these underlying environmental inequalities may leave a range of harms unaddressed, reducing the chances for a sustainable peace and planting seeds for future violence. However, we argue that there are three key interconnected parameters which limit transitional justice’s ability to address structural inequalities. First, the above-mentioned exclusion of economic, social, and cultural rights can decontextualize atrocity, overlooking the systemic factors that often form the backdrop to periods of mass violence. Second, the “implied temporal parameters...embedded in the words ‘transitional justice’” can position certain harms outside the remit of transitional justice mechanisms. Third, the focus on perpetrators of specific criminal acts precludes consideration of the beneficiaries of a systematically unfair system in which a more distributive
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110 See, for example, An-Na‘im, Editorial Note; Balint et al., Rethinking Transitional Justice; Matsunaga, Two Faces; Park, Settler Colonialism; van der Merwe and Brinton Lykes, Racism and Transitional Justice.

111 Smith, Getting the Story Right, 75.

112 Matsunaga, Two Faces, 39.

113 McMillan and Rigney, Race, Reconciliation and Justice, 774.


120 Drumbl, Prosecution, Litigation, and Development, 4.


122 Stahn, Confronting Amnesia, 796.
form of justice might be more appropriate. We contend that these boundaries can limit the ability of transitional justice to respond to environmental harms, particularly in contexts where “violence and injustice have been experienced over generations to whole communities.” They can also obscure the reality that for many victims, the cessation of mass violence may be followed by the continuation of or return to positions of subjugation, which shape their ability to access, use, care for, and protect natural resources. As a result, responses to mass violence can be seen as insufficient without the simultaneous addressing of underlying systems of land dispossession, discrimination, and oppression.

Recognition of transitional justice’s limitations as a means of addressing structural inequalities has led to the emergence of “transformative justice” theories. Transformative approaches seek to foreground the broader socio-economic, political, and ecological contexts of mass violence, and propose a shift away from the “short-term nature of dominant transitional justice practice” to more long-term processes of change. Outside the context of mass violence, similar arguments can be found within the environmental justice literature, which has worked to expose the disproportionate impacts of environmental degradation and the unequal distribution of natural resources in a wide range of contexts. In response to these injustices, David Pellow and others have advocated for “transformative (rather than primarily reformist) approaches to realize environmental justice.” From this perspective, environmental justice requires the interrogation and confrontation of the structural contexts in which environmental harm occurs, and measures that pursue fundamental social change.

Both transformative and environmental justice advocates have argued for Nancy Fraser’s trivalent framework of redistributive justice (to promote equal access to resources), procedural or representative justice (to increase marginalized voices in positions of power), and
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124 Matsunaga, Two Faces, 30. See also Jara et al., Tracing Mapuche.
126 Lawry-White, Victims of Environmental Harm, 367.
129 Lambourne, Transitional Justice and Peacebuilding.
130 Klinsky and Brankovic, Global Climate Regime, 157.
133 Lynch et al., Green Criminology.
recognition (through the designation of social and cultural standing or status). As Fraser notes, these responses to injustice may be resolved through affirmative remedies which reduce inequalities without challenging underlying social relations, or through transformative remedies that correct “inequitable outcomes by restructuring the underlying generative framework.” We have found that this framework, and the work of environmental activists in pursuing transformation, offers an insight into what environmentally transformative justice might necessitate in the aftermath of mass violence. For example, redistributive justice may require systemic changes to the management of energy production and natural resources, such as the re-establishing of Indigenous or community land practices and custodianship. Representative justice would call for engagement with the role of identity and status in shaping access to and control over natural resources. Sensitivity to inequalities would be required to ensure that discriminatory practices of exclusion are not reproduced within transitional mechanisms, and that the voice and agency of those facing environmental injustices is recognized. Recognition would in turn require acknowledgement of the full range of environmental harms experienced. Going further, it might extend to recognition of cultural connections and claims to environments, the historic territorial sovereignty of targeted groups, or indeed, the rights and standing of nature itself.

It might be that the pursuit of environmentally transformative justice could facilitate a shift beyond the maintenance of unequal and harmful “human social and economic organization” towards more egalitarian principles. Yet, cautionary voices have called for modesty when exploring the transformative potential of transitions from mass violence, noting that “no process or set of transitional justice processes can by itself fundamentally transform a community.” Certainly, there are limits to what transitional justice mechanisms can achieve without buy-in from those already in positions of power. Nor can it be assumed that elites who benefitted from systems of inequality would willingly sacrifice those benefits following the cessation of violence. As McAuliffe warns, a range of entrenched social, economic,


136 Fraser, From Redistribution, 82.


138 For the particular challenges of applying transitional justice to settler colonial contexts, see Park, Settler Colonialism; Margaret Mutu, “Behind the Smoke and Mirrors of the Treaty of Waitangi Claims Settlement Process in New Zealand: No Prospect for Justice and Reconciliation for Māori without Constitutional Transformation,” Journal of Global Ethics 14, no. 2 (2018).

139 It is worth noting that women and children are some of the most vulnerable to environmental risk and face additional barriers to meaningful voice and participation. See, for example, Karen J. Warren, Ecofeminist Philosophy: A Western Perspective on What It Is and Why It Matters (Oxford: Rowman and Littlefield, 2000); Vandana Shiva, Staying Alive: Women, Ecology and Development (New York: Southend Press, 2010).

140 Durbach and Chappell, The Age of Impunity, 543.

141 Temper, Blocking Pipelines, 97–98.

142 Lynch et al., Green Criminology, 10.

143 Rob White, Environmental Harm: An Eco-Justice Perspective (Bristol: Bristol University Press, 2013), 20.


146 McAuliffe, Transformative Transitional Justice, 85.
and political factors form the parameters in which change is possible.  

Transitional justice’s tendency to “strengthen, rather than challenge” the state and to reinforce “existing relations of power” arguably further limits the possibilities for such transformation.

Drawing from critical environmental justice scholarship and “from below” perspectives as explored above, we might therefore consider the value of an approach that decenters the state’s role in greening transitional justice. This approach “deprives the state of the power to define the issues and their solutions,” and instead encourages communities to name the issues they face and develop appropriate responses. A bottom-up approach which encourages communities to think and act “beyond the state,” and invokes methods and principles of “mutual engagement and shared learning,” might be particularly “consonant with green ideals.” Such a decentering is all the more relevant to environmental justice, given the state’s frequent positioning as one of the key actors pushing extractive projects. Yet, we acknowledge that the transformative potential of community-driven measures is restricted not only by the continued dominance of elites, but the broader “asymmetrical global order” in which transitional justice operates. The place of transitional justice within this order, and its unwillingness to challenge some of its underlying assumptions, form the focus of our final section.

“Liberal Imprints,” Naturalizing Capitalism, and the Risks of Future Harm

In this final section, we move beyond a critique of transitional justice’s failure to meaningfully respond to atrocity-related environmental harm, to argue that traditional approaches to transitional justice practice can in fact facilitate further environmental harms. To do so, we critique what Marcus Zunino has termed transitional justice’s “liberal imprint,” and its resulting sympathy for capitalism.

Transitional justice has been shaped by the historical context in which it emerged, namely the post-Cold War rise of liberal democracy, the associated decline of left-wing political movements, and the emergence of neoliberal economic theories. Grounded in post-authoritarian transitions to liberal market democracies, transitional justice continues to be shaped by contemporary liberal democratic theory. This has been evidenced in the field’s

148 Balint et al., Rethinking Transitional Justice, 201; See also Matsunaga, Two Faces.
150 Park, Settler Colonialism, 276.
151 Pellow, Power, Crime and Conflict, 66.
152 Brisman and South, Power, Crime and Conflict, 66.
153 Temper, Blocking Pipelines, 105.
154 Stahn, Confronting Amnesia, 823.
155 Zunino, Justice Framed, 51.
157 Klinsky and Brankovic, Global Climate Regime, 155.
endorsement of liberal peacebuilding, political and economic liberalization, the prioritization of civil and political rights, and the individualization of victimhood.

Praised by some for its contributions to democracy and rule of law, liberalism has often been framed as something inherently pacifying, universalizable, and “good.” Yet, this attachment to liberalism can also be critiqued for its relationship to free-market capitalist ideology and the associated privatization and deregulation, both of which can cause significant environmental harm. These risks of environmental harm have only grown as neoliberalism has come to dominate social, political, and economic life. Centered around individualism and the pursuit of wealth and private property, neoliberalism relegates the non-human world to the status of a resource for exploitation, laying the groundwork for extractive and environmentally harmful practices.

The failure of dominant political and economic systems to recognize or further economic, social, and ecological interdependence has long been critiqued by critical environmental political theorists. Political ecologists, ecocritics, and green criminologists have emphasized capitalism’s reliance on the exploitation of nature, arguing that environmental degradation is embedded into the global political economy. Indeed, as observed by David Whyte, it is no longer controversial “to assert that the economic growth paradigm is impossible to decouple from environmental destruction.” Environmental justice scholars have further argued that any discussion of environmental harm and injustice must be situated within the global regimes of power that relegate “particular geopolitical places, geographies, and peoples to the bottom of our global hierarchy.” This has been reflected in the emergence of what has been termed “the resource curse”—a phenomenon whereby capitalist exploitation of the Global South generates unequal access to natural resources, corruption in environmental governance, polluted environments for marginalized groups, and as a result, conflict.
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171 Whyte, *Ecoreide*.
173 For an overview of this term and its limitations as a framework, see Cusato, *Paradox of Plenty*.
As Miller notes, “in the vast majority of cases, transition occurs in conjunction with a project of economic and/or political liberalization.” The assumption that such liberalization offers the best method for restructuring societies means that transitions from mass violence can be as damaging to the environment as the period of violence itself, if not more so. Natural resource extraction, deforestation, and land use conflicts can intensify during transitional periods, while the cessation of violence can herald the emergence of new unsustainable extraction methods, environmentally harmful practices, and/or erosions of environmental protections. This is in part the result of fragile communities’ efforts to recover from the impacts of violence, but can also be linked to the interventions of international institutions seeking to promote a “liberal peace” grounded in market economies. While economic development has been associated with longer lasting peace, reliance on macroeconomic growth can facilitate further victimization, social injustices, and “polarization, which looms like social and economic dynamite.” The particular characteristics of neoliberal policies (such as a minimized state, the marketization of natural resources, the reliance on markets for core needs, and the framing of individuals as primarily economic beings) fail to repair root causes of violence and facilitate the future over-exploitation of land, water, and wildlife. Such actions have their own violent implications, both for communities with material and spiritual connections to land, and ultimately, entire populations.

As capitalism’s links to environmental destruction have become increasingly undeniable, some have argued that responses to environmental harm must be anti-capitalist. This presents a challenge to transitional justice as a means of redressing environmental harm, given its traditional failure to challenge assumptions about the inevitability of markets. We, of course, acknowledge the distinctions between transitional justice mechanisms and the more long-term interventions and processes used to further a
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“globally expansive liberal order.” Nevertheless, the field has been critiqued for overlooking the role international market forces play in causing conflict, for continuing to support “reforms to foster a growing capitalist economy,” and for producing scholarship that naturalizes capitalism. Indeed, as Bowsher argues, one might go further and argue that transitional justice “prefigures and supports processes of neoliberalization during transition.” Reflecting our arguments above, he notes that transitional justice’s focus on individual rights violations, and exclusion of structural violence, supplants and precludes calls for redistributive justice, which by its nature is incompatible with the neoliberal project.

For Augustine S. J. Park, transitional justice’s allegiance to liberalism serves as a way of foreclosing and tacitly delegitimizing other futures. Echoing his calls for a suspension of transitional justice’s “taken-for-granted assumptions,” we suggest that proponents of a green transition might advocate for the integration of economic models and reforms that place stronger and specific emphasis on democratic control of the economy and environmental protection. Such approaches might engage with, and incorporate, diverse models that present a challenge to dominant capitalist approaches. These include the indigenous notion of Buen Vivir (good living), which prioritizes the interconnections between humans, non-humans, and the natural world, the solidarity economy project that “envisions and enacts economies based on cooperation, sharing, and on living with enough rather than on competition, exploitation, and wealth accumulation,” or Just Transition strategies, which focus on the shift “from an extractive economy to a regenerative economy.” As we explored above, the ability of transitional justice alone to transform societies is limited. Nevertheless, we argue that by drawing on these and other alternative economic models, the practice of transitional justice could begin to adapt in ways that do not inevitably “naturalize capitalism,” and thus the commodification and destruction of the natural world.

Conclusion
In this article we have made four key arguments about the limits of transitional justice as a response to environmental harm in the context of mass violence. First, we argued that environmental harm and victimhood is often overlooked in transitional justice, due to the
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dominance of anthropocentric legal frameworks. Second, we examined the impact of transitional justice’s neo-colonial tendency, and how this has resulted in the exclusion of worldviews that consider human-environment relationships in fundamentally different ways. Third, we considered the implications of transitional justice’s failure to address structural inequalities—as a result of which pre-existing environmental injustices often return or continue. Fourth, we contended that the relationship between transitional justice and capitalism render it complicit in laying the groundwork for future environmental harms. Throughout, we have argued that the grounding of transitional justice in a narrow range of perspectives has blinkered the field to the environmental causes, methods, and effects of mass violence. Yet, like Hannah Franzki and Maria Carolina Olarte, “we hold the specific significance of transitional justice scholarship to lie in its efforts to provide legal, political, philosophical or moral concepts that back the practice of transitional justice.”

In that spirit, we have proffered some tentative suggestions as to how we might begin to counter the effects of these limitations in the context of atrocity-related environmental harm.

One central thread through our argument has been the value of transitional justice “from below.” This approach holds the potential to expand our understandings of harm, victimization, and the particularities of the contexts in which mass violence occurs. As Kieran McEvoy and Lorna McGregor encourage, justice “from below” involves engagement with “the agentic practice and potential” of those often overlooked by formal transitional justice institutions. In order for such an approach to effectively capture the nature and scale of environmental harm, we suggest that providing a platform for lesser heard voices is unlikely to be sufficient. As Rosemary Nagy observes, “transitional justice is a discourse and practice imbued with power” to determine “who is accountable for what and when.” Noting Park’s call to “radicalize” transitional justice, the transitional justice “from below” that we envision is not (to draw on Said’s words) a “giving of permission,” but a fundamental shift in the balance of that power.

We propose embracing a “from below” approach that is not merely tokenistic, but is built on a genuine commitment to open up the practice of transitional justice. In centering the voices of those on the ground in sites of mass violence and making space for diverse knowledges and understandings of the natural world, responses to mass violence might be built on notions of “human, ecological and species rights and broad egalitarian principles.” While we are arguing for this approach in all incidences of mass violence, we note that such a shift is particularly important in the context of harms perpetrated against Indigenous peoples. Although often targets of mass violence (including attacks against their territories), Indigenous peoples’ experiences and views are often overlooked in a transitional justice shaped by neo-colonialism. Any genuine effort at decolonizing transitional justice “demands an Indigenous starting point.”

As we hope is clear, we are not advocating for an abandonment of transitional justice as a framework for responding to mass violence. Rather we argue that what is required is a fundamental shift in how we think about and do transitional justice. One of the key rationales for our continued support for the field (despite its limitations) is the power that it has to effect positive normative change. Transitions often accompany moments of rupture, creating space for
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rethinking previously entrenched societal structures. While acknowledging the limits of transitional justice as a means of transforming society, it is worth considering whether these moments of rupture may present a nexus of opportunity for “progressive change” with regards to the governance of, and relationship with, the natural world. Indeed, transitional justice has shown itself capable of effecting profound and rapid shifts in international norms. As a result, it may be an effective vehicle for spreading environmentally conscious norms.

The arguments made throughout this article must be placed in the context of the growing international awareness that “humanity is waging war on nature.” Much of the harm perpetrated against the environment is carried out legally or with impunity; this reality requires more holistic responses than transitional justice alone can supply. Yet, as observed by UN Secretary General António Guterres, in such a moment in time, “it is crucial that we make peace with nature…it must be the top, top priority for everyone, everywhere.” Transitional justice has already seen an “evolution of what justice might entail” as we recognize “that practices we see as ‘normal’ may in fact be deeply problematic and in need of repair.” With climate change and mass extinction exacerbating the harms caused by the exploitation of natural resources and increasing the risks of future mass violence, the need to consider the possibilities of a green transitional justice has never been greater.
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